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            Discover the New T4 Range


        

        
             No monthly bills, no contracts,
just TV on your terms
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                T4•R Freeview TV Recorder

                
Record, pause and rewind over 100 channels, and instantly access 60,000+ hours of on-demand and catch-up TV.

                
                Learn More
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                T4 Freeview TV Box

                
Tiny box, big TV: Enjoy over 100 channels and instantly access 60,000+ hours of on‑demand and catch-up TV.

                
                Learn More

                

            

                

    





    
        
            
                Manhattan TV Boxes


                The easiest way to enjoy the best British TV,all for free

            

        

    

    
        
            
        

    





    
        
            SX Freesat TV Box

The simplest way to watch subscription-free satellite TV. Enjoy over 170 Freesat channels with 20+ in stunning HD.



Learn more
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                        						Deep Dive #1: Unveiling the T4's redesigned TV Guide

						
							Our T4 range is almost here, and we're unveiling the first of its new features with a deep dive into the redesigned TV Guide.
						

						
							Alex
						

						
							7 Dec • 7 min read
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                        						Freeview hidden gems

						
							When we think of Freeview, it’s easy to immediately jump straight to the brilliant hit shows that grab everyone’s attention. But with so many channels to choose from and an array of on-demand TV on offer, we want to take a look at some of the hidden gems that are waiting to be discovered on our Manhattan TV boxes.
						

						
							Julian
						

						
							18 Apr • 7 min read
						

					

				
            

                

        
            See all blogs
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            Why do I need a separate box to watch TV?

        
    


    
    
      
          There are many reasons to choose one of our boxes:

	Ease of Use: Our boxes have a simple, quick interface, making it easy to find and enjoy your favourite shows and channels.
	Recording & Live Pause: With our Manhattan T4•R TV Recorder, you can easily record your favourite shows to watch later and pause or rewind live TV.
	Reliability: Smart TVs often stop getting updates, which can make them less smart over time. Our boxes are different. We keep improving them, so you always have the easiest, most reliable way to watch TV.
	Satellite TV: Many TVs can't receive satellite TV. Our Manhattan SX Freesat Box gives you hundreds of satellite TV and radio channels, making it a great option for Sky subscribers that want to save money.
	Upgrading Older TVs: If your older TV lacks access to Freeview in HD or has limited functionality, our box can provide a significant upgrade.
	No Additional Costs: You can access all our channels and apps for free, and you don't have to wade through a mountain of premium content we are trying to sell you to get to it.
	Designed for the UK: We design our boxes in the UK, for the UK. We use them to watch TV every day just like you.

Whether you want to improve how you watch TV, need something easy and reliable, or have an older TV that needs an upgrade, our boxes are the perfect choice.

      

    


  


        

    



  
    
        
  
  

    
    
        
            
            
            How do recording live TV, catch-up and on-demand services differ?

        
    


    
    
      
          All of the apps available on our T4 TV Box and T4•R TV Recorder provide both on-demand and catch-up content.

"Catch-up" refers to programmes that were recently broadcast. If you missed an episode of your favourite show last night, catch-up allows you to stream it soon after its airing. "On-demand", on the other hand, refers to a vast library of new and classic programming, ready to play whenever you want. There is currently over 60,000 hours of on-demand content available on the T4 and T4•R, so whether you're in the mood for a vintage series or the latest blockbuster, on-demand has you covered with content ready to watch at your convenience.

Our Manhattan T4•R offers the unique advantage over most TVs of recording live TV. This means you can save your favourite shows permanently, watching them repeatedly at your convenience. With the T4•R, you also gain access to our Live Pause feature, allowing you to pause and rewind live TV, ensuring you never miss a moment of the action.

By integrating recording capabilities with catch-up and on-demand streaming, the Manhattan T4•R provides complete control over your viewing experience. Record and keep cherished shows, catch up on recent broadcasts, or dive into a broad selection of on-demand content. With the T4•R, the power to tailor your TV watching to perfectly fit your schedule and preferences is in your hands.
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                    Love for our
boxes


                    
                        [image: ]                         [image: ]                         “Excellent value for money. Really easy to set up. Hundreds of channels to choose from. Would recommend this item.”

                    

                                        CheriR's customer review of the Manhattan SX - May 2019  
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                    Love for our
boxes


                    
                        [image: ]                         [image: ]                         “The T3-R is currently the pinnacle of Freeview boxes”

                    

                                        Cord Busters' review of the Manhattan T3•R - July 2019  
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                    Love for our
boxes


                    
                        [image: ]                         [image: ]                         “The T3 is lightning fast and truly feels like a modern device. Even the newest Smart TVs, as well as some new set-top boxes out there, often have a very sluggish interface. Not so with the T3.”

                    

                                        Cord Busters' review of the Manhattan T3 - April 2019  
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                    Love for our
boxes


                    
                        [image: ]                         [image: ]                         “The T3-R gives you a premium Freeview Play experience without the matching price-tag”

                    

                                        Expert Reviews - Best Freeview Boxes 2019, Aug 2019  
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                    Love for our
boxes


                    
                        [image: ]                         [image: ]                         “This is as good as a Freeview Play box can get.”

                    

                                        The T3•R is Pocket Lint's pick of the best Freeview boxes – July 2020  
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                    Love for our
boxes


                    
                        [image: ]                         [image: ]                         “Usability is excellent. The box is quick to navigate and quick to respond.”

                    

                                        HCC's Review of the Manhattan T3 - April 2019  
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                T1, T2•R, T3 & T3•R - The Freeview service and channels are subject to coverage and may be changed from time to time. Aerial upgrade may be required. Visit https://www.freeview.co.uk/help

T3 & T3•R - Minimum broadband speed of 2Mbps required for catch up and on demand services. Watching on demand and catch up programmes will count towards any monthly broadband data allowance. 7-day catch up for selected channels. 4K & HDR content currently only in supported apps such as YouTube

SX - Number of Freesat channels correct at time of publishing, including SD, HD and regional TV variants and radio channels.

            

        

    





	
		
			
				

			

		

	




      
      
        
            Join our newsletter for news & exclusive offers
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